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This option converts an existing Xydroid hot wire cutter into a lathe-cutting machine.. Xycorp’s line of Xydroid EPS foam contour hot wire cutters do just what the name implies — cut contoured foam shapes.. • Delivery by Sea transport (seaport – CPT) Shipping costs are determined by the order’s size, weight, shipping method and delivery
address.. We sell and ship products all over the world!CNC Foam cutting systems are sold in Europe and in many countries throughout the World from Asia to North America.. High yields help reduce waste and save money Vertical Cross Arm ConfigurationWhile our standard CNC foam cutting machines are engineered with a horizontal crossarm,
we can manufacture machines with a vertical crossarm, for our customers who prefer or require that the hot wires cut vertically,Contour Machine OptionsChoose up the 3 optional features when building your contour machine to greatly expand your cutting capacity: Plunge Cutter & Router OptionOur plunge cutter/router option turns a contour
cutter into a complete 3-in-1 machine.

The large format models provide longer and wider cutting areas which can provide customers with the capability of producing large foam shapes in a single piece.. When you’re finished using this option you can get back to contour cutting in minutes.. We calculate shipping price for each order individually Please contact us for more information!
Our shipping partners are.
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See below how the optional vertical lathe package works from concept to creation:The shape begins as a design in our easy-to-use software packageThe vertical lathe is loaded with a foam blank and rotates between cutsThe end result is an ornate 3D shape created by a completely automated cutting process.. Usually, for our international customers
we offer next conditions: • Delivery by Air transport (airport terminal – CPT).. Delivery times vary widely from country to country, they also depend on how effective your local logistic services are.. This foam lathe allows fabricators to incorporate standard or rigid hot wire cutting into this coordinated 3rd axis.. Large Format CNC Contour
Machine SpecsVersatile lathe, turntable and router options are availableThe software is easy to learn and is very user friendly12’X11’ footprint & 108”x54”x104” cutting areaOptions also available for up to 204” of wire lengthThis system is built with a heavy-duty frame and has the ability to cut up to 3 blocks of foam with up to 10 wires (models
available with up to 60 wires).

how to make hot wire cutter

After almost 6 years, we are proud to release the version 2 of the well known devFoam application.

how does a hot wire cutter work

With a 3rd and 4th axis, the machine is capable of plunging down into a slab of EPS foam and rotating to any angle you draw on the SimplePath™ program.. This is a far superior solution over what’s offered by our compatitors The first and most important difference is that the trolleys’ offset is unlimited, meaning that e.. The software is organized
so that you can draw cross sections of an RC Airplane fuselage utilizing simple shapes such as circles, ellipses, squares, rectangles and lines.. Xydroid Standard Format CNC Contour Foam Cutting MachineThe standard format Xydroid EPS contour cutting machine is a true workhorse.. On the other end, the is spooled on a large roll fixed to a motor
The required tension is set in the software and then during a cut, as the trolleys move independently the tensometer constantly checks the tension, sends the signals to the machines controller which spools or unspools the cutting wire on the other end to maintain the required tension regardless of trolleys’ position.. However, we have made an
estimation of 3-7 working days for Europe countries (road delivery) and estimated delivery time to countries outside the Europe starts from 5 working days.. This CNC foam cutter is built like a tank!We offer an optional coordinated software driven third axis for cutting complex columns like spiral/roped columns and 2D and 3D profiles on a
turntable style format.. Optional Horizontal Lathe AxisThe horizontal foam lathe includes a rotary axis motor driven head, tail stock, rails, motion control components and software to create very complex columns and other foam shapes in a lathe style format. e10c415e6f 
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